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CLASSIC ROCKING HORSES



About Classic Rocking Horses 
Classic Rocking Horses are finest quality 
hand carved Victorian style wooden 
rocking horses, made in Yorkshire close to 
the market town of Thirsk, at the foot of 
the beautiful Hambleton Hills, overlooked 
by the White Horse of Kilburn.

We restored our first rocking horse over 
25 years ago in the course of our antiques 
restoration business.  So rapidly did we 
become fascinated by these delightful 
creatures, which hold a special charm for 
both children and adults, that we have 
ever since concentrated exclusively on 
restoring and making these highly 
decorative heirlooms, which are at home 
anywhere in the house, not just in the 
nursery.

We bring all the knowledge and 
experience gained in antique furniture 
restoration to reproduce faithfully the 
special character achieved by the original 
Victorian and Edwardian craftsmen.  
Unlike many modern rocking horse 
makers, we do not attempt to impose our 
own personality upon our rocking horses, 
preferring instead to continue the 
delightful styles developed by the old 
makers.  For this reason we have taken 
patterns from the very best examples of 
antique rocking horses, which we feel 
cannot be improved upon.

We hope that you enjoyed viewing these 
pages. If you have comments or need 
further information, please contact us.
email: info@classicrockinghorses.co.uk



THE ENGLISH DAPPLED GREY

Rocking horses have a very long history but it was in the late 18th and early 19th centuries 
that the rocking horse on bow rockers became popular with more wealthy parents for 
instilling in their very young offspring a proper sense of balance and confidence on the back 
of a horse.
Encouraged by George IV and Queen Victoria, the Dappled Grey became the standard finish 
from about 1850 to the present day. In 1880 the swing-iron or safety stand was introduced 
and steadily replaced the older, more precarious bow rockers.
The horse bodies were carved from pine in a hollow box construction and mounted on
hardwood legs. The whole was then covered in gesso, a hard plaster-like substance, before
being hand painted and varnished. Leather tack and horsehair mane and tail completed the 
embellishments.

CLASSIC ROCKING HORSES

We have been restoring high quality antique furniture for the last 30 years, and lavish similar
care on our rocking horses. Any failed joints in horse or stand are re-made, metal parts
restored or replaced, old layers of paint and failed gesso are stripped before applying fresh
gesso and artistically hand painting with many layers of paint and varnish to give an 
authentic finish, completed by hand waxing. Hand made, hand dyed solid leather tack and 
genuine horsehair mane and tail add final touches to a horse which will thrill future genera-
tions, yet be a delightful piece of decorative furniture in its own right.



OUR ANTIQUE HORSES
All our antique rocking horses date from around 1880 to about 1925. Sizes are approximate 
depending on the maker but fall into the broad categories shown in our price list.

OUR FAITHFUL COPY HORSES
Because of the scarcity and unpredictability of supply of old rocking horses, we have created 
a superb range of faithful copies, based closely on selected antique horses which have passed 
through our restoration workshop. Our rocking horses are individually hand made at every 
stage, so that no two horses are exactly identical, and their elegance and beauty ensures they 
are bought not only as children’s toys but by collectors for investment and as decorative 
heirlooms of the future in both this country and abroad, even as far as Singapore!

PHOTOGRAPHS
We use original, untouched photos rather than designer brochures, in order to give customers 
as accurate a picture of our horses as possible.

ENVIRONMENTAL CARE
All our timbers come from renewable sources, mainly from the Northern Hemisphere. All 
paints, glazes and varnishes are water-based acrylics, containing no solvents

SAFETY 
In the interest of safety children under the age of three should be supervised at all times.



ROCKING HORSE RESTORATION

Antique and vintage rocking horses which arrive at our restoration workshop have suffered 
the ravages of many years of hard pounding, and sometimes, sadly, years of neglect and the 
attentions of enthusiastic, but poorly skilled amateur restorers.

Old rocking horses have invariably lost their leather saddles and bridles, gesso has perished, 
paint and varnish have failed. Joints have given up under the strain, and extremities such 
as ears, jaws and glass eyes have gone missing.  Even a much loved antique rocking horse 
which has been through many generations of the same family is eventually ready for a 
complete restoration and a new lease of life.  

The result is a beautiful rocking horse with renewed vitality and value but retaining its 
original character and mellow appearance, ready for its new owner.

BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE AFTER

Many more restorations are shown on our website and videos of the process too.
CONTACT US IF YOU HAVE A ROCKING HORSE IN NEED OF RESORATION. 



Classic Dappled Grey Rocking Horse with light grey hair, havana leather saddle and 
sheepskin numnah

CLASSIC ROCKING HORSES



Large Classic Dappled Grey on Bow Rockers

The elegant carving of a typical 
Classic Rocking Horse



Large Classic Rocking Horse with Red Saddlecloth

Large Classic Rocking Horse with Navy Saddlecloth



CLASSIC ROCKING HORSES - Prices & Sizes

The following are the prices you pay - there is no VAT to be added

CLASSIC NEW HORSES

Model
Size Height 

Overall

Stand 

Length

Width Price

DeLuxe Dappled 

Grey

on Safety Stand

Medium 38 inches

96.5 cm

44 inches

112 cm

16inches 

41cm

£2,300.00

Large 49 inches

125cm

58 inches

147 cm

18inches

46cm

£3,200.00

DeLuxe Dappled 

Grey

on Bow Rockers

Medium 36inches

91cm

59inches

150cm

18inches

46cm

£2,950.00

Large 44inches

112cm

83inches

200cm 

20inches

50cm

£3,950.00

For horses with saddler made saddles and sheepskin numnah, please add £300 for large horses 

( not available for medium horses )

ANTIQUE HORSES

The availability of antique horses is unpredictable.  Please contact us for details of current 

stock.

CLASSIC NEW HORSES - SPECIFICATIONS

1. Body gessoed prior to painting Yes

2. Extra muscle carving to neck and legs Yes

3. Stepped hoof rail Yes

4. Leather tack, hand dyed in Chestnut Yes

hand dyed in Brown Yes

5. Real Horsehair         Blonde Yes

Light Grey Yes

Dark Grey Yes

6. Saddlecloth - Choice of Red, Navy, Royal or None Yes

7. Swinger brackets & stirrups Brass or 

Antiqued Steel

8. Brass plate engraved with customer’s choice of 

message, free of charge

Yes

9. Polished wood  stand                  Medium Brown Yes

                                   Natural Yes

Delivery  Normally 6 - 8 weeks from order. UK mainland free of charge. Other 

destinations - at cost

Payment Terms

A deposit of 25% secures your order.  Balance two weeks before delivery.

We accept most VISA and MasterCards, Switch & Delta ( NOT American 

Express ), Bank Transfer, Sterling Cheques and Bankers Drafts.



CLASSIC ROCKING HORSES
Green Acre, Islebeck, Thirsk,North Yorkshire, Y07 3AN.

Tel: 01845 501330  Fax: 01845 501700
www.classicrockinghorses.co.uk  

email: info@classicrockinghorses.co.uk   

ORDER FORM

Name and address of customer      Tel No: ___________

_________________________     email:___________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________ SIGNED:____________ 

Please delete the following as necessary to show your 

choice of horse
HORSE Dappled Grey 

STYLE Safety Stand/ Bow Rocker

TYPE Antique / Faithful Copy

SIZE Medium / Large

STAND COLOUR Natural  / Medium 

HORSEHAIR Blonde/Light Grey/Dark Grey 

TACK (Traditional) Chestnut / Brown 

SADDLE CLOTH Royal Blue/ Navy / Red / None

TACK (Real Saddle) Havana/Tan

NUMNAH Yes/No

DATE REQUIRED:

ENGRAVED Please give child’s name, date 

BRASS PLATE of birth and short message if 

required

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Price of Rocking Horse £

25% Deposit paid - date: £                            

Balance still to pay £                            


